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ABSTRACT

Network Intrusion Detection Systems (NIDS) are software applications monitoring a
network and the systems using this network for detecting malicious activities. These
activities are reported to the administrator in the form of alarms. No further actions are
taken to prevent these attacks, the creation of these alarms is the desired output of any
NIDS. The administrator, using these alarms, realise what attacks are being performed.
In front of successful attacks the source of the problem (vulnerability) is described by
the alarms and, therefore, the administrator knows what needs to be fixed indeed.

It is currently an expanding area and many companies provide software compatible with
most used OS (Windows, Linux and Mac OS), for instance,  Snort  is  the most used
NIDS worldwide (owned and maintained by Cisco from 2013)  which supports both
Windows and Linux.

Most used NIDSs are rule-based: administrators defines rules that match corresponding
attacks.  These  rules  can  be  provided by some NIDS vendors  to  detect  well  known
attacks.  The  amount  of  rules  is  considerable  and  usually  the  management  of  them
becomes a full-time work. As a result, researches are currently developing new NIDS
using the power of Machine Learning in order to automatize this task. However, open
source and free options are scarce which leads to performing this final degree project.

RESUM

Network Intrusion Detection Systems (NIDS) són aplicacions software monitorant una
xarxa i els sistemes utilitzant-la per detectar activitats malicioses. Aquestes activitats
són enviades a l’administrador en forma d’alarmes.  Cap acció extra es pren per evitar
aquests atacs, la creació d’aquestes alarmes és la resposta esperada de qualsevol NIDS.
L’administrador, utilitzant les alarmes, s’adona de quins atacs s’estan executant. Davant
d’atacs realitzats amb èxit, la font del problema (vulnerabilitat) es descriu en les alarmes
i, per tant, l’administrador comprèn què necessita ser fixat.

Actualment  és  una  àrea  en  expansió  i  diferents  empreses  proporcionen  software
compatible amb els SO més utilitzats (Windows, Linux i Mac OS), per exemple, Snort
és  el  NIDS més  utilitzat  internacionalment  (apropiat  i  mantingut  per  Cisco  des  del
2013). el qual suporta Windows i Linux.

Els NIDS més utilitzats es basen en regles: administrador defineixen regles les quals
coincideixen amb els atacs corresponents. Aquestes regles poden ser proporcionades per
alguns venedors de NIDS per detectar  atacs  ben coneguts.  La quantitat  de regles és
considerable i sovint la seva gestió es converteix en treball a temps complet. Com a
resultat,  els  investigadors  estan  actualment  desenvolupant  nous  NIDS  utilitzant  la
potència del Machine Learning per automatitzar aquesta tasca. Malgrat això, les opcions
open source i gratuïtes són escasses la qual cosa va donar lloc a la creació d’aquest
treball final de grau.
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PROLOG

Cybersecurity  concerns  with  protecting  users  information  against  attackers.
Cybercriminals  are  constantly  trying  to  steal  as  much  information  as  possible  for
malicious purposes. Normally, the targeted victims are enterprises offering services for
users. For protecting their systems, enterprises make use of Network Intrusion Detection
Systems.  These  systems  are  responsible  for  detecting  and  notifying enterprises  that
cyberattacks are being performed. Normally, these systems detect attacks by means of
rules.  Thus,  these  systems  are  known  as rule-based  Network  Intrusion  Detection
Systems.  Alerts  are  triggered  for  attacks  matching  rules  defined  by  administrators.
Moreover,  administrators  spend a  lot  of  hours  maintaining  the  rules  used  to  detect
attacks. It becomes a full-time job in most enterprises as each day new attacks emerge.

As a result, a new type of those systems detecting and alerting from attacks appears for
solving  the  management  problem.  The  name  of  this  new  type  is  heuristic-based
Network Intrusion Detection Systems. These systems does not require administrators
procedures  as it  is  managed by itself.  In  other  words,  these systems are intelligent.
Machine  Learning,  a  subset  of  Artificial  intelligence,  is  used in  these systems.  The
systems are somehow trained for detecting if attacks are being performed. No rules are
needed  and  administrators  are  not  involved  in  it.  Researchers  are  improving  these
intelligent  systems  for  detecting  as  many  attacks  as  possible.  Also,  as  new attacks
constantly appear, researchers  are trying to supply enough intelligence to systems for
learning how to detect new attacks. 

Most of the Network Intrusion Detection Systems used worldwide are not intelligent.
Administrators are involved in the process as rules are used.  This systems are tools
installed in machines. The tools are publicly available on the Internet in most cases.
Users and enterprises can use them for free. These tools are known as open-source as its
code is also available. However, heuristic-based detection systems are less common that
rule-based. There are a few tools available on the Internet for free but enterprises are not
using them indeed.

openNIDS  is  a  heuristic-based  Network  Intrusion  Detection  System  provided  for
solving this problem. It is completely free to use and the code is publicly available as
well. The purpose of this tool is bringing users and enterprises a tool using Machine
Learning for detecting attacks.  Moreover,  the results  are shown in a Graphical  User
Interface for making them understandable by a large audience. 

Systems intelligence provided by Machine Learning algorithms needs data from where
to lean. Dataset is the technical name given to data used by these algorithms. Security
data from enterprises is very scarce on the Internet or too old. This is a problem for
developing that kind of systems as the correct behaviour of them strictly depends on the
data used. openNIDS is not worried about this problem as it is trained with open-source
data.
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1. NIDS

1.1  Background

NIDSs (Network  Intrusion Detection  System)  are  one  of  the  most  important  pieces
included  in  any  network  security  architecture.  These  architectures  become  more
complex as long as the number of systems involved in enterprises increases. Regardless
of its complexity,  NIDSs are responsible for detecting anomaly behaviour towards a
network.

As its name suggest, the intrusion detection works by detecting attacks being performed
and triggering alarms as a result. No further actions are taken by their own, just notify
the user about something strange is happening. NIPSs (Network Intrusion Prevention
Systems) takes NIDSs one step further as autonomous actions are taken in order to
prevent future attacks  (e.g.  blocking IP addresses). This paper focusses on intrusion
detection only.

Any  networking  attack  tries  to  intercept  the  traffic  going  through  a  network,
impersonate  host  identity,  scan  hosts  belonging  to  networks  or  deny  the  correct
functionality of a system. For reporting them, the desired response any NIDS will make
in front of any attack is the creation of alarms. 

a) Anatomy

NIDSs consist of several components working together where each component develops
a specific task indeed. In the following figure (Figure 1) a general anatomy is shown.
Depending on the NIDS used the anatomy slightly change but in most cases the main
components are shared.

Figure 1 - NIDS general anatomy
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NIDSs must be located as close as possible to the desired network since the traffic of
the  network  must  be  read  for  detecting  possible  attacks.  Thus,  the network  to  be
monitored (1) must be directly connected over a link to the NIDS monitoring it (2). As
shown in Figure 1, several computers are connected to the network so its traffic travels
across the network.

According to previous paragraphs, once an anomaly is detected NIDSs raise an alarm to
notify administrators about it. There are various types of alarms that can be created (e.g.
notifications  displayed  in  the  NIDS page).  Critical  alarms  are  triggered  in  front  of
harmful  attacks  which tries  to  harm as  much as  possible  the  victim.  These  kind of
alarms are directly sent to the administrator using SMS or e-mail (3) in order to fix it as
soon as possible.

The next step is to store the alarms in a database (4) regardless these alarms are critical
or not. The main purpose of storing them in a database is the creation of reports. These
reports contains the alarms sorted in descending order of importance (from the critical
ones to the irrelevant ones). The administrator can configure how often these reports are
created (i.e. the period). Each alarm contained in the report contains an explanation of
the alarm reporting the problem detected in a more readable way. Notice the database is
connected to the NIDS.

b) Location

One problem associated to NIDSs is knowing where to place the probe as:

• Organisational networks are becoming more complex.

• These systems needs to be very powerful for capturing and processing data in
high speed networks.

• Networks are segmented in routed and switched networks.

As a result of segmenting the network, the NIDSs are not able to monitor all the traffic
going through the network. In switched networks, Ethernet is used for switching within
a LAN so traffic sent to a machine at the output of a switch is sent to the corresponding
machine only. Notice switched networks works at layer 2 of OSI model.

Figure 2 - Switched network example
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Figure 2 shows a basic switched network as each computer is connected to an output
port and only sees traffic destined to itself. Hence, the best place to place the NIDS is on
the uplink (1). However, inter-PC traffic will not be captured as the probe just capture
the traffic going from the uplink to a PC and vice versa. If the probe is placed in a link
from the switch to a PC (2) the probe will only capture traffic related to that PC.

One of the most common systems included in any single network security architecture
are firewalls.  Firewalls  are responsible for allowing or dropping both incoming and
outgoing  packets  from  host.  Rules  specify  what  to  do  with  the  packets:  packets
matching a rule can be either accepted or dropped. These rules are usually defined by
the  user  even  though  firewall  vendors  provide  its  own  rules  dropping  traffic  from
known vulnerable host. Once again, where the NIDS probe is located matters.

Figure 3 - Firewall example

In this  figure (Figure  3) a firewall  example  has been drawn. Consider the NIDS is
located outside the firewall, near the external network (1). Both successful attacks and
attacks  stopped  by  the  firewall  (unsuccessful  attacks)  are  detected  and  the
corresponding traffic is captured. Hence, the probe creates the corresponding alarms and
extra information is known from the alarms triggered for unsuccessful attacks (normally
these attacks are the most common ones). However, the automated attacks (e.g. worms)
results in the creation of a considerable amount of alarms. Thus, the administrator may
simply ignore these alerts as many of them seem irrelevant while some of them may be
relevant.

In contrast,  placing the probe inside the firewall (2) will reduce the total number of
alerts  since the ones created by automated attacks are not included. As a result,  the
administrator focus on the “real” attacks even though it is not always that simple.

There is not a specific place where the NIDS probe must be placed. In this section
advantages and disadvantages about different locations have been explained. NIDSs are
flexible and its  location  can vary depending on the desired output.  Taking this into
account, NIDSs are normally placed on the uplink in the case of switched networks and
inside the firewall  because of its  advantages.  NIDS must capture traffic as much as
possible while reducing the number of false positives (this term is discussed in future
sections).
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1.2  Types of NIDS

a) Rule-based

The rule-based NIDSs are called signature-based as well. They are characterised by the
use of rules: these systems are configured with a set of rules matching known attacks.
Normally, these rules match three categories of attacks: information gathering, known
automated and site policy attacks. Information gathering attacks are the first phase of
any attack. The attacker  performs a scan to discover as much information about the
victim as possible. The most used scan is port scanning. Known automated attacks are
those attacks propagated autonomously: the attacker does not have a particular victim,
the attack is spread over the network trying to access a vulnerable machine. The packets
sent by them tends to be similar or identical. Finally, site policy attacks are related to
user permissions: users trying to access unauthorised machines. 

According  to  the  attacks  described  in  the  previous  paragraph,  there  is  a  common
denominator shared among them: each type of attack follows a pattern. Consider a port
scanning attack. The attacker is sending the same packets to discover information about
the victim. These packets are identical except the destination port which will change to
scan all  the  possible  ports  of  the  victim.  Figure  4 shows the  traffic  sent  by  nmap
(https://nmap.org/) to a victim (192.168.100.19) as an example. Notice the packets sent
are identical except the destination port (number after the arrow in the info column).

Figure 4 -Nmap port scanning traffic example

Rules  matching  known attacks  are  written  by  administrators.  The  format  it  follows
depends on the NIDS used but are very similar. There are a few mandatory attributes
and the other ones are optional. The attributes used and its value depends on the desired
attack to be match. For writing these rules a deep understanding of how attacks work
must be known. As a result, rule-based NIDSs cannot detect new attacks (also called
zero-day attacks). For that reason, vendors of NIDSs provide rules for matching both
well-known and zero-day attacks. Users subscribe to vendors site for receiving the latest
updates after a period of time (e.g. daily). Notice vendors provide rules wrote by the
community as well which are approved by the same vendors.
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Figure 5 - Rule attributes

Ideally, rules should match every instance of an attack and match possible variations of
the attack. The traffic that is not part of the attack is basically not matched. This is very
difficult to achieve because of the fragmented traffic. Data sent from the source machine
to the destination machine is split and sent in different packets due to the header size of
protocols [1]. In connection-oriented protocols such as TCP  1,  NIDS would need to
maintain  traffic data virtually. As three-way handshake is done for establishing each
communication  session  makes  it  difficult  for  the  NIDS to  process  these  data  while
checking attacks are being performed.

b) Heuristic-based

As a result, heuristic-based NIDSs emerged for solving rule-based issues. Rules are not
used in heuristic-based. This means the administrator does not need to spend hours and
resources managing these rules. Heuristic aims to learn “normal” behaviour (or good)
and monitor  the traffic.  If  anything out of the ordinary is  detected,   the network is
possibly suffering from bad behaviours (or anomalies). In other words, the main task of
heuristic-based is triggering alarms when anomaly behaviour is detected even though
anomalies does not match rules.

Normal behaviour is known as the amount of actions users of an organisation normally
do. These actions  can be from sharing files  between computers to accessing remote
servers used by the organisation. User permissions must be also considered to define
normal behaviour. The range of actions normal behaviour covers is open-ended as it
depends on the organisation. For example, compare the amount of connections between
users and servers using ssh. Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (SMEs) performs it
less than big enterprises. Hence, heuristic-based NIDSs are organization-oriented.

Heuristic-based NIDS is characterised by using Machine Learning (ML) for detecting
anomalies. At the very beginning, ML was not used because machines were not able to
process its algorithms.  Nowadays, ML is used in a wide range of applications since
became improved in performance recently. ML algorithms needs to be fed with data as
it basically learns from the given data (training phase). The resulting model has the
ability of classifying new unseen data (testing phase).

There are three possible approaches regarding ML data: supervised, unsupervised or
hybrid learning. The most used one in heuristic-based is supervised learning although
hybrid learning can be also used. The approaches differs on the input data from where
the machine learns: data is fully labelled, not labelled or partially labelled, respectively.

1 Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) is the most used protocol for managing network conversations.
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Figure 6 - Supervised learning process

Figure 6  describes the learning process in supervised learning. The input data (1) is
labelled. In other words, input data is paired with the class each data point belongs to.
The machine learns from that data in the training phase (model training in  Figure 6).
Once the algorithm finishes, the model  2 has been trained and is able to classify new
data points. Testing data (2), which is new unseen data, is sent to the model for being
classified. Label is not used in this case as the model will predict the label of this data.
Finally, the model returns the predicted label of testing data (3). As the real label is also
known,  using  predicted  and  real  label  metrics  can  be  computed  for  evaluating  the
model.

As  already  mentioned  in  previous  paragraphs,  heuristic-based  NIDSs  differentiate
between good traffic and anomalies. Ideally, the predicted output must be the same as
the real output but it is not always true due to false positives and negatives indeed. False
positives occur when the predicted output from the ML model is positive and it should
be negative. In other words, NIDSs triggering alarms for normal traffic. On the other
hand,  false  negatives  are  present  when  the  NIDS  is  not  detecting  anomalies.
Mathematically speaking,  the predicted output is negative while the real one (output
expected) is positive. In Table 1 all the possible classification outputs of heuristic-based
NIDSs are shown. A good ML model contains as much true positives and negatives as
possible while having few false positives and negatives.

Predicted output
Real output

Malign traffic Benign traffic

Malign traffic True positive False positive

Benign traffic False negative True negative

Table 1 - ML classification outputs

2 A ML model is the mathematical representation created in the training process predicting data labels.
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As any software product, cyberattacks are updated constantly since security engineers
try to  stop those attacks.  Thus,  heuristic-based NIDSs needs to be also updated for
detecting new anomalies although rule-based updates are more frequent. Otherwise the
number  of  false  negatives  will  increase.  Taking  into  account  these  systems  are
organization-oriented,  it  is  highly  difficult  for  companies  to  offer  and  maintain
heuristic-based NIDS to be used by many enterprises  at  the same time. In addition,
enterprises do not use to share its  information with external companies and security
information is even less probable. Hence, open source and free options are very scarce.

1.3  State-of-the-art software

In the web there are a wide range of available NIDS tools. Most of them are rule-based
as it has been discussed in previous sections. These systems tend to be open source and
free meaning that enterprises and users can download and use it for free. The code of
these systems is also publicly available. However, its use is restricted by licenses and
will be explained for each tool described in this section. 

a) Snort

Snort (https://www.snort.org/) is the most used NIDS worldwide.  Created in 1998 by
Sourcefire,  it  was  owned  by  Cisco  (https://www.cisco.com/)  in  2013  and  who  is
responsible  for  the  maintenance  until  present.  Snort  is  installed  in  a  considerable
number of machines as it supports both Windows and Linux. 

Figure 7 – Snort over BASE web interface example
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Snort use the Command Line Interface (CLI) by default. A web interface can be used
for visualizing the information in a more readable way. Web interface does not belong
to  Snort  tool  and,  for  that  reason,  further actions  must  be  taken.  BASE
(https://sourceforge.net/projects/secureideas/files/)  is  the most  common web interface
installed with snort.  Figure 7 shows an example of how the combination of both tools
looks like. Snort shows a lot of information about the attacks detected. Administrator
are constantly looking at the “Unique alerts” tab which list the set of unique alarms
detected by snort (as its name suggest). This tab is marked in  Figure 7 through a red
ellipse. Each alarm shows useful information about the detected attack  3 as  Figure 8
shows.

Figure 8 - Snort alarm example

Snort  is  a  rule-based  NIDS.  There  are  three  categories  of  rules  included  in  Snort.
Community rules are rules defined by the community members using Snort. These rules
are freely available to all users since are licensed under the GPLv2 license (explained
later) and are approved by Snort to detect the attack they are supposed to detect. On the
other hand, registered and subscriber rules are not available to all users. Cisco distribute
these rules to subscribers in real-time and 30 days after these rules are distributed to
registered users as well. Notice subscribers are Cisco customers paying for that service
and registered users are registered freely to Snort. Rules can be defined by users for
detecting specific attacks. 

Rules have a specific format. There are some attributes that are mandatory and other
ones that are optional (as shown in Figure 5). Rules are split in two parts. On the one
hand, rule header attributes are related to the traffic specifications such as source and
destination  IP  addresses  and  ports  among  others.  Rule  options  contains  the  set  of
attributes related to the attack as the alert message, the payload content, etc. Rules are
stored in “.rules” files located in the machine.  Rules are stored in the path “C:\Snort\
rules\” for Windows systems and stored in “/etc/snort/rules” for Linux systems.

3 Snort rules can contain Common Vulnerabilities and Explosures (CVE) advisory.
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Figure 9 - Snort rules format

Multiple Snort probes can be placed around the network sending the alerts to a single
central database and a central web interface. NIDS can be located in different locations
as was explained in previous paragraph. Combining them is not a good idea in practice
as may become problematic identifying where the alerts were generated. The amount of
alarms generated is increased and managing them requires time. For that reason, best to
place Snort probes in sensitive parts over the network only [2].

Snort  is  licensed under  the  GNU  General  Public  License  (GPL)  v2.  This  license
encourage users to use and copy code of open source tools. The main characteristic is
that users can modify and distribute (even getting paid for distributing it) new versions
of  tools  as  long  as  these  distributions  are  also  licensed  under  GNU  GPL  v2  and
warranty is  excluded.  As a result,  the chain of copies remains  open source (i.e.  the
source code remains open). This kind of licenses are formerly known as copyleft [3].

Figure 10 - GNU GPL v2 fragment

b) Suricata

Suricata (https://suricata-ids.org/) is the main alternative to Snort. It  is maintained by
Open Security Foundation who released the first standard release in 2010. Suricata can
be installed and used in Windows, Linux and Mac OS machines. The number of Apple
users is gradually increasing and must be considered. For that reason, Suricata is the
alternative in front of Snort. 

Suricata  is  a  rule-based  NIDS  which  use  the  same  format  specified  in  Snort.
Consequently, Suricata is completely  open source and free. In order to manage these
rules, there is a tool called PulledPork (https://github.com/shirkdog/pulledpork) which
can be used in both Snort and Suricata IDS. This tool  provides some capabilities as
updating the rule sets installed in a machine autonomously and is open source as well.
Suricata rules can also be managed by administrators by its own. 
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Figure 11 - Suricata over Kibana web interface example

Suricata use CLI by default as well as Snort does. Even though BASE web interface can
be  also  used,  Kibana  (https://www.elastic.co/kibana)  is  the  most  common  and
recommended web interface.  As you can see in  Figure 11,  Suricata  computes more
metrics than Snort and show them in the form of bar plots and pie charts.

Figure 12 - Suricata unique alerts example

Suricata unique alarms (or alerts) are shown in the bottom left scrollable area. This area
shows both the message and the number of occurrences detected.  The set of unique
alarms are always visible while in Snort the unique alerts tab is hide from the home
window. In general, the front-end looks better than the Snort one.

As it is more modern than Snort, it provides new capabilities. One crucial advantage is
that  it  collects  data  from the  application  layer  [4].  Consider  a  TCP communication
between a client and a server. Snort inspects each packet and determines which ones are
involved in that communication while Suricata waits until all the data sent by packets is
assembled to process it. Application data is normally encrypted for preventing Man-In-
The-Middle  attacks  (MITM).  The certificates  used  to  encrypt  data  can  be  added to
Suricata for decrypting and inspecting that data. In addition, Suricata works at lower
layers as network and transport layer regarding OSI model and can analyse and process
PCAP files offline (Snort does not provide this service). Can act as a IPS as well.
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Unlike  Snort,  Suricata  is  capable  of  running  multiple  threads  which  increase  the
performance speed. These threads divides the amount of work a single thread does for
detecting and triggering alarms in Suricata.  Figure 13 shows an example of Suricata
pipeline using four threads, each one performing a single task.

Figure 13 - Suricata multithread processing pipeline example

Finally, Suricata is licensed under GNU GPL v2 license which is the same license used
in Snort.  The main features  of  that  license  are explained in  previous section (Snort
section).  In summary, this license keeps  open source the tool itself (Suricata) and the
other copies distributed by users.

c) Zeek

Zeek (https://zeek.org/) is formerly known as Bro. It was developed by Verm Paxson in
1994 and is fully maintained by community on GitHub (https://github.com/zeek/zeek).
It can be installed and used in Linux and Mac OS (and other OS derived from Unix). 

As Suricata, Zeek analysis operates in the application layer of OSI model while Snort
do not provide this advantage. It is a rule-based NIDS as the previous tools. However,
Zeek does not use the rule format seen so far. The rules are defined by Zeek scripts
which is similar to C++ code (Zeek is written in C++ language). These scripts require a
deep understanding of Zeek framework as they are more difficult to understand than
rules used in Snort and Suricata. These scripts are located in the “scripts” folder stored
in the GitHub repository. Zeek provides documentation for writing new scripts and an
online interactive tutorial to learn and try new scripts (https://try.zeek.org/).

Figure 14 - Zeek script example fragment

Zeek scripts are event-driven meaning that attacks are detected using defined events. It
responds by triggering alarms as any NIDS. Furthermore, Zeek can behave as NIPS as
in the events further actions can be taken to stop the detected attacks. Both events and
responses are fully developed by users who can add them on GitHub for everyone.
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As before, Zeek is by default a CLI tool although can be used over any web interface. It
does not compute as many metrics as Suricata, it just trigger alarms. For that reason, it
looks  like  Snort  while  logging  alerts  in  a  database  and  showing  them.  ELSA
(https://github.com/mcholste/elsa)  is  the  most  common  web  interface  used.  ELSA
searches for logs and archive them. It does not provide an expensive front-end.

Figure 15 - Zeek over ELSA web interface example

As mentioned  in  previous  paragraphs,  Zeek  is  maintained  by  the  community.  This
means it is also open source licensed under the Berkeley Software Distribution (BSD)
license. Like GNU GPL, this license allows users using and modifying the tools without
any  required  payment.  The  only  condition  that  must  be  satisfied  by  these  users  is
keeping a copy of the original copyright statement with them 4. Unlike GNU GPL, BSD
license  allows  the  distributions  to  become paid  software  while  keeping  the  original
copyright. Furthermore, the original name of the software an the its authors can not be
used for advertising purposes. Thus, users updating Zeek can distributed it as closed
source (payment required) without using its name for promoting new distributions [5].

d) Hogzilla

Hogzilla (https://ids-hogzilla.org/) is an open source and free NIDS maintained by both
community  and  GuardianKey  Cybersecurity  (https://guardiankey.io/)  from  2019.
GuardianKey offers the enterprise version which is the one officially supported. As a
result, this version is not free and requires a payment. Hogzilla can be installed and used
only by Linux machines. In the installing steps (located in the documentation) Debian is
the recommended Linux distribution for installing it even though other distributions are
also valid. It is written in Scala and the code is available on GitHub (https://github.com/
pauloangelo/hogzilla).

4 Check the following web site for a quick summary: https://tldrlegal.com/license/bsd-3-clause-
license-(revised)
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Figure 16 - Hogzilla over GrayLog web interface example

Hogzilla does not support CLI for showing the information captured. For that reason, it
is mandatory to use a web interface. The recommended one is GrayLog which is shown
in Figure 16. Snortby can be also used but it is deprecated. The unique alerts are shown
in the central panel “Signatures”. It is shown the alert message with the percentage and
number  of  occurrences  during  a  24  hours  period.  As  Suricata,  pie  charts  show
information related to the attacks. Both Suricata and Hogzilla front-end is quite clear
showing a lot of useful information.

As opposed to previous  NIDSs,  Hogzilla  is  an heuristic-based NIDS. As mentioned
previously, there are not many open source and free heuristic-based NIDS available and
Hogzilla is one of them. There is no much information about how it works regarding
ML. It is shown in the home page a video about K-means algorithm (cluster belonging
to unsupervised learning) which is used in Hogzilla. No more information related to ML
is shown. It is very difficult to understand and contribute developing Hogzilla if there is
a lack of information. It is a problem since for all the other tools explained so far there
are a lot of resources available from both the community and the vendors. For that
reason, Hogzilla is rarely used.

Hogzilla  provides  the dataset  used by themselves.  The dataset  contains  the network
flows extracted from CTU-13 Botnet  (https://www.stratosphereips.org/datasets-ctu13)
and ISCX 2012 IDS (https://www.unb.ca/cic/datasets/ids.html)  datasets.  192 features
are extracted from the dataset flows. The original label is present in the dataset and extra
tools  such  as  Snort  are  used  for  recording  more  features.  The  dataset  is  publicly
available in the Hogzilla web page and is split in different CSV files. As here are two
source datasets, Hogzilla dataset files denote from which dataset the resulting file has
been created. 

Figure  17  shows  the  data  and  features  provided  by  one  of  the  CSV  files.  nDPI
(https://github.com/ntop/nDPI)  is  an  open  source and  free  tool  written  in  C/C++
performing Deep Packet Inspection (DPI). Its features are added to the dataset in order
to have more features related to the packets itself.
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Figure 17 - Hogzilla dataset fragment

Hogzilla  scenario  combines  some  technologies  for  providing  its  service.  Figure  18
shows the complete scenario (or architecture). Basically, traffic flows are created from
the  monitored  network  through  sflow2hz  (1)  and  inserted  in  HBase  (2).  Flows  are
processed by Hogzilla using Apache Spark (3) and the corresponding events are stored
in HBase again. Finally, the events and metrics computed are sent through PigTail to
GrayLog (4) for being displayed. At the same time, Snort is capturing all the packets (5)
and DPI is  done by Barnyard2-hz (6).  The events and metrics created are stored in
HBase  as  well.  Notice  that  Snort  is  used  in  parallel  for  triggering  the  alarms
corresponding to the packets through DPI. There are other elements such as the MySQL
database storing both Snort  and Hogzilla  events.  As it  is  only used by Snorby web
interface and is deprecated it is not involve in the Hogzilla process.

Figure 18 - Hogzilla architecture
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Finally,  Hogzilla  IDS is  licensed under  GNU GPL v2 for  keeping the  open source
chain. Some tools involved in its architecture such as Barnyard2-hz and Pigtail use this
license as well. GNU GPL v2 explanation is located in the Snort section.

e) Closing comments

During this section, NIDSs tools have been explained. As it was presented at the very
beginning, most of them are rule-based due to heuristic-based is under research. Both
approaches  use the  freemium pricing  strategy.  The service  is  provided for  free  and
additional  features  requires  a  payment.  For  rule-based NIDSs,  the  newest  rules  are
automatically updated for “subscriber” users only which are the ones paying for that
service.  In the case of Zeek, it  was completely free as it is fully maintained by the
community. On the other hand, heurisitc-based NIDS Hogzilla provides an enterprise
environment which requires a payment as well. 

Normally, rule-based NIDSs are well documented. Any user can learn how it works and
modify  them  using  the  documentation  and  the  community  support.  However,
documentation  of heuristic-based is  not  enough for covering it.  To put an example,
Hogzilla  documentation  just  mention  K-means  as  ML  algorithms  used.  Neither
information about hyperparameters values nor ML models metrics are given making it
difficult for a user to modify it for its own purpose. Furthermore, the datasets used by
Hogzilla are old. Even though heuristic-based NIDSs are not as frequently updated as
rule-based, the dataset used for differentiating between good traffic and anomalies must
be as modern as possible.
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2. SOFTWARE DEVELOPED

This project emerged for the necessity of developing and providing for free an  open
source heuristic-based NIDS. According to the state-of-the-art section, most of  open
source NIDSs are rule-based since heuristic-based are under research. The aim of this
project is developing a NIDS detecting anomalies through ML. Heuristic-based systems
does  not  need  to  be  frequently  updated.  Thus,  administrators  do  not  spend  a
considerable amount of work updating rules and checking its correctness.

Although there are some heuristic-based NIDSs available in the market (both open and
close source) these systems are under research. As any NIDS, each time an attack is
detected alarms are triggered.  Ideally, in heuristic-based approach variants of attacks
must be also detected  (i.e. new versions of attacks). Researchers are trying to develop
these models. It is not an easy task since packets are not very different each other. ML
models can detect simple variations. For that reason, researchers are doing its best to
detect as many attacks and its variations as possible.

OpenNIDS  (https://github.com/valiente98/openNIDS)  is  the  open-source heuristic-
based  NIDS  developed  during  this  project.  ML is  used  for  differentiating  between
benign and malign  traffic  as  heuristic-based NIDSs  do.  It  captures  and analyse  the
traffic  of  a  monitored  network.  The  traffic  outcomes  can  be  observed  through  a
Graphical User Interface (GUI) 5. Both the ML and the GUI are developed in Python.

Figure 19 - openNIDS starting window

5 openNIDS GUI is hosted by a desktop application rather than a web interface.
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OpenNIDS waits until traffic is detected for showing information and metrics related to
traffic. It can be installed and used in Linux machines. A test environment has been set
for running the tool in a real situation. All the necessary components openNIDS use are
deeply explained in this section. As said before, ML and GUI are the building blocks of
this tool.

2.1  Machine Learning

Machine Learning is the key of heuristic-based NIDSs. It is responsible for detecting
whether anomaly traffic is going through a network. Administrators do not define the
decisions as in rule-based NIDSs, the developer (user or enterprise) provides it in form
of models. As any ML algorithm, data is needed as the algorithm learns from it. The
algorithm  used  by  openNIDS  belongs  to  supervised  learning  approach  as  previous
sections suggest.

In this section, all the ML processes and tools used are explain. As Figure 6 shows, ML
is performed in two processes: training and testing. In both cases, a ML algorithm and
data from a dataset is needed. The data is processed and models are created as  a result
in the training phase. After that, models can be evaluated using some metrics coming
from the results achieved in the testing phase.

a) Random forest

OpenNIDS classifies whether the traffic going through the monitored network is benign
or malign. That is, openNIDS solves a classification problem using ML. These kind of
problems are solved by supervised learning algorithms such as linear/logistic regression,
Naïve Bayes, Support Vector Machines (SVM), Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) and
random forest, among others.

Random forest  is  the  algorithm used in  openNIDS.  Quoting  the  reference  [6]  from
References:  “Random  forest,  like  its  name  implies,  consists  of  a  large  number  of
individual decision trees that operate as an ensemble”. In other words, random forest is
a  collection  of  decision  trees.  Decision  trees  are  flowchart-like  structures  trying  to
separate as much as possible the classes of a dataset using its features. Each internal
node uses a feature of the dataset to split the previous node data. Each branch is the
output of  the decision taken in a node and, finally, each leaf node suggest a class label
[7].  The desired result in a decision tree is to split data in groups which are as different
as possible from each other using data features.

Figure 20 - NIDS decision tree example
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As  Figure  20  shows,  the  root  node  is  the  starting  node  using  a  data  feature  for
predicting labels. This process is repeated using as many features as needed until all the
data is perfectly split.  Figure 20 decision tree needs only three features extracted from
data for splitting all the data. As any ML algorithm, decision trees runs two phases. In
the training  phase,  the tree  is  created  and the model  learns  from it.  Using the  data
provided, the features splitting the data are selected and the labels are located in the
leaves. In the testing phase, some unseen data from the dataset is sent to the decision
tree which will predict the label (or class) of that data.

Merging multiple decision trees results in a random forest. Instead of trusting a single
decision  tree,  random forest  rely  on a collection  of  them.  Each decision  tree  use a
randomly selected data feature in the root node resulting in different predicted labels
computed in the testing phase. The most frequent class in the decision trees becomes the
model prediction class as it is shown in  Figure 21. Since six 1s and three 0s are the
labels predicted in the random forest, the model predicted label becomes 1 indeed.

Figure 21 - Random forest example

The most important characteristic of random forest is the low correlation between the
models. Each decision tree creates a model and taking into account the feature of root
nodes are randomly selected the resulting models are almost uncorrelated. In addition,
as decisions tree is isolated from each other their individual errors does not affect the
model in global. Some decision trees may predict a wrong label while the others predict
the correct one. The number of correct trees will be bigger than the number of wrong
ones producing the correct label in the voting decision 6.

6 The voting decision is done when the most frequent class is chosen.
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One  of  the  most  important  problems  associated  to  ML is  the  overfitting  problem.
Overfitting occurs when the ML model learns the detail and noise from a limited set of
data and does not  behaves well  in front of new data.  In other words, modelling the
training data too well. In random forests using a considerable number of decision trees
(suppose more than 25) the overfitting problem is not present since the label extracted
in the voting decision is the average one. Even though openNIDS use a random forest
for classifying the traffic, it can also be used for solving regression problems. Random
forests  also  provides  what  is  called  features  importance  which  are  useful  for
understanding and improving the dataset.

On the other hand, random forests present disadvantages as well. Random forests are
time-consuming due to multiple decision trees. For each input present in a dataset, all
the decision trees belonging to the forest must predict a label before the voting decision
is performed. The more decision trees a random forest have the more time it requires. In
addition, the model is difficult to interpret compared with a single decision tree. 

The language used for developing openNIDS is Python. Both ML and GUI is written in
that language as it is said in previous paragraphs. There are a lot of modules in Python
available for performing ML algorithms such as Keras, Tensorflow and PyTorch. The
module  used  in  openNIDS  is  Scikit-learn  (https://scikit-learn.org).  This  module
provides the necessary resources (classes and methods) for using the ML algorithms.
Some  of  them  are  shown  in  Figure  22 even  though  scikit-learn  covers  more  ML
algorithms.

Figure 22 - Some ML algorithms  offered by scikit-learn
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It can be installed using the pip tool (Package Installer for Python) in Windows, Linux
and Mac OS machines by running the following command: $ pip install -U scikit-learn.
For  using it,  some dependencies  must  be  also  installed.  Dependencies  are basically
Python modules such as NumPy, SciPy, joblib and threadpoolctl which are mandatory.
Some  task  such  as  plotting  capabilities  requires  extra  dependencies.  Scikit-learn
provides a class called RandomForestClassifier containing all the necessary methods for
managing random forest. 

In openNIDS there is a class called RandomForest stored in the file randomForest.py
providing the methods related to the ML models. This class is used for creating the
models of each type of attack. Attacks are explained in the next section called Dataset.
The following code snippets shows the most important parts of that class.

Figure 23 - RandomForest constructor

Figure  23 shows  the  constructor  of  the  class.  Notice that  the  corresponding  class
provided by scikit-learn is imported as it is used. The constructor is called each a time
an instance of RandomForest class is created giving the two required attributes. The
first action done is the creation of a RandomForestClassifier instance where the number
of  estimators  (i.e.  number  of  decision  trees)  and  the  number  of  threads  used  for
processing the model which is always one (single thread) are given. Then, a path is
defined for storing the results in it and finally the model and the attack names are set.

Figure 24 - RandomForest train, save and load model methods
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In Figure 24, the most important methods are shown. The first one is called trainModel
and is responsible for training the ML model as its name suggest. As any ML algorithm,
a dataset is needed for training the model.  For that reason, the method requires two
parameters  which  are  the  training  features  and  the training  labels.  All  the  features
present in the dataset are used in the training phase. The next two methods shown are
called  saveModel  and  loadModel.  These  functions  are  responsible  for  storing  the
mathematical model in a file (“.sav” format) and recovering that file for loading as a
random forest  model.  The  module  used  for  performing  these  methods  is  pickle
(https://docs.python.org/3/library/pickle.html)  which  serialize  and de-serialize  Python
objects. Pickle module is imported in that file (randomForest.py) even though it does
not appear in figures 23 and 24.

There are other important unseen methods located in this file as well which are related
to next  sections.  For  that  reason,  these  methods are  explained in  the  corresponding
sections. The location of that methods is also present in these sections.

b) Dataset

Random forest model learns from a dataset as any ML algorithm does. The dataset must
contain both benign and malign traffic as the task of openNIDS is differentiating them.
The dataset used is CSE-CIC-IDS2018 [8] available on AWS. This dataset is the result
of  a  collaborative  project  between  Communications  Security  Establishment
(https://www.cse-cst.gc.ca/en)  and  the  Canadian  Institute  for  Cybersecurity
(https://www.unb.ca/cic/)  which  are  two  Canadian  institutions  concerned  with
cybersecurity.

Present traffic datasets from enterprises is not frequently shared and publicly available
for the community. These enterprises receive attacks frequently so the differentiation
between benign and malign data is easy to do and also these enterprises are up-to-date
in terms of received attacks. Sometimes these enterprises become hacked and try to hide
it as much as possible for keeping the number of users using their tools or web sites.
Although security  leaks are publicly divulged, these enterprises do not share it. CSE-
CIC-IDS2018 dataset is completely free to use, modify and distribute.

The dataset does not belong to any enterprise. It simulates a real scenario where a small
enterprise is receiving benign and malign traffic  from an external  untrusted network
(which is the internet) built on AWS. The LAN 7 network of the enterprise contains 5
different subnets representing different departments such as IT and R&D departments
and a  server  room hosting  services  used  by the  company.  The machines  along the
enterprise use some versions of Windows (8 and 10) and Ubuntu as OS. In the server
room only Windows servers are used. In general, a diversity of machines is present in
the architecture.

The external  untrusted  network  is  the  attack  network as  the  attacker  communicates
through it to reach the enterprise network. The machines used for attacking it use the
same OS used in the departments of the enterprise, which are Ubuntu, Windows 8 8 and
Windows 10. The described network topology is shown in Figure 25.

7 Local Area Networks (LAN) are wired, wireless or combination of both  covering almost 100 meters.

8 The specific version used in the architecture is Windows 8.1.
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Figure 25 - CSE-CIC-IDS2018 network topology

The traffic going through the network is captured for building the dataset. Benign traffic
is  extracted  from  a  group  of  human  users  trying  to  use  different  protocols,  sizes,
payload,  etc.  In  contrast,  malign  traffic  is  extracted by  performing  attacks  to  the
enterprise network. In the dataset seven attacks scenarios are present. Instead of using
all of them, openNIDS is trained to detect four of them, which are explained below.

File Transfer Protocol (FTP) is a protocol for the transfer of files from clients to servers
through networks. FTP users may authenticate themselves before sending files to the
servers.  The  authentication  is  done  in  plaintext  even  though the  server  can  be
configured to allow connections anonymously which is rarely used. Hence, FTP is open
to MITM attacks. TCP is used and particularly two ports are used during the transfer.
Firstly,  the  client  establish a  connection  to  the  server  using  TCP port  21.  If
authentication is performed,  password is  sent  in that communication. Then, the server
initiates a data channel from its TCP port 20. Finally, client sends the file to server TCP
port 20 [9].  Attackers may use it  for sending malicious  files to victims.  Since FTP
requires authentication,  attackers performs  FTP brute-force login attacks  for sending
this kind of files. 

Brute-force attacks  try  different  passwords  stored  in   files  called  dictionaries.
Passwords are extracted from compromised web sites (data breaches). Some tools such
as  “have  I  been  pwned”  (https://haveibeenpwned.com/)  checks  if  the  password
associated  to  the given email  has  been  compromised.  Using the same password for
everything is strongly not recommended. Some web sites have been compromised due
to low security measures and your password may be publicly available. In this case, the
attacker just needs to know some victim email address to illegally access your server or
machine.
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Figure 26 - Brute-force login attacks topology

The dataset captured the traffic created by Patator (https://github.com/lanjelot/patator).
Patator  is  a  multi-purpose  brute-force  tool  exploiting  different  services  available  in
machines. It can be installed and used in Linux machines (through apt-get command).
Attributes  can  be  set  up  for  customizing  the  attacks.  Attacks  are  performed  using
multiple threads. 

Secure  Shell  (SSH)  is  a  network  protocol  for  ensuring  communications  between
machines over unsecured networks. It allows users to control and modify their remote
servers over the internet. It was created for replacing Telnet protocol which is unsecure.
SSH encrypts the traffic exchanged between client and server for preventing MITM
attacks and packets sniffing. SSH requires client authentication for using it. There are
two possible authentication methods: password or public-key authentications. Password
authentication  is  used  in  a  wide  range  of  applications  and  tools  where  the  client
basically sends the username and password of a server user. As the client knows the
credential of a server user, the authentication is valid and start using ssh. The password
sent from the client to the server is also encrypted protecting it from attacker sniffing
the traffic. The other method is done by private and public key exchange where the
client  generates  a  key  pair  (public  and  private  keys),  stores  the  private  in  its  own
computer and sends the public one to the server for being authenticated.

SSH Brute-force login attacks works as FTP login attacks. These attacks try different
passwords for accessing a remote machine. If this attack is successful, the attacker has
full control of the victim machine. Therefore, it is recommended to stop SSH if there is
no need to establish SSH connections. In other words, turn of SSH service in machines
which are not waiting for remote connections. SSH uses the TCP port 22 by default.

The dataset contains traffic about brute-force SSH login attacks done by Patator again.
As explained in FTP, Patator is multi-purpose tool meaning that it can brute-force some
services available in machines. Among others, FTP and SSH can be brute-forced using
Patator. Hence, Patator is used for capturing the malign traffic sent while performing
both SSH and FTP brute-force login attacks. 

The third attack detected by openNIDS using this dataset is Denial of Service (DoS). As
its name suggest, this attack denies the correct functionality of a service (e.g a web site).
In order to achieve it, DoS attacks send a huge amount of traffic in a short period of
time for flooding a machine. Victims machines can not deal with new connections as all
its resources are being used for keeping the current connections. The most used DoS is
called  SYN  flood which  exploits  the  three-way  handshake  of  TCP.  Three-way
handshake  is  the  sequence  of  steps  performed  for  establishing  TCP  connections.
Without  going into  too much detail,  client  request  a  connection by sending a  SYN
message to a server. The server acknowledges it and sends back a SYN-ACK message.
An ACK message is sent by client as a response and the connection is established [10].
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Attackers performing SYN flood just alters the three-way handshake smartly. The client
does no longer replies the server with an ACK message and the connection cannot be
established. The server waits for receiving the client ACK and keeps the connection
open. The connection is not closed even though sending RST messages to client. The
server spends all  its  resources keeping the unestablished connections  open and new
connections can not be established. A diagram of this attack is shown in Figure 27.

Figure 27 - SYN flood sequence

There are a considerable number of DoS tools available. The dataset captures the traffic
generated  by  some  of  them  which  are  GoldenEye
(https://github.com/jseidl/GoldenEye), Hulk (https://github.com/grafov/hulk), Slowloris
Perl-based  (https://github.com/amittttt/slowloris.pl)  and  Slowhttptest
(https://github.com/shekyan/slowhttptest). Some of these tools has been updated since
this dataset was created. In general, these tools does not perform SYN flood attack as it
can be solved. These tools performs DoS in the application layer of the OSI model. To
put an example, HTTP keep alive instruction is normally used for keeping connections
open in the present.

Last but not least, openNIDS also detects Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks.
These attacks are very similar to DoS except for a difference. In DoS a single machine
is performing the attack. The tools described above perform the attack using multiple
thread since multithreading is  need for creating a huge amount of connections  by a
single computer. Moreover, as a single computer is used for performing the attack the
source IP is the same during the attack. In contrast, DDoS is done by multiple machines
performing the same attack to the same victim. In other words, multiple machines are
combined  for  attacking  the  victim.  Botnets are  usually  used  for  performing  DDoS
attacks.  A  botnet is a set of machines connected to internet under the control of an
attacker. These machines are regular computers from users performing normal activities
which were infected by the attacker. When needed, the attacker creates a new process
in these machines and each machine performs a DoS attack to the same victim. 
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Figure 28 - Botnet DDoS topology

As a result of using botnets, the attack is performed using different IPs and the attacker
IP is not exposed. Moreover, more resources are used for performing the attack as more
machines are being used. As a result, more traffic is generated and sent to the victim
machine. The dataset contains the traffic sent by just one DDoS tool called Low Orbit
Ion  Canon  (https://sourceforge.net/projects/loic/)  known as  LOIC.  This  tool  is  only
available for Windows machines. It is highly recommended to run this tool in a sandbox
(e.g. virtual machine) for security reasons. Users of this tool can voluntary join botnets
and it is still not clear if the tool infects your computer to join botnets without your
permission.

These four attacks are the ones detected by openNIDS that are included in the dataset.
As a reminder, the four attacks are FTP brute-force login attacks, SSH brute-force login
attacks, DoS and DDoS. 

The dataset provides both the PCAP and the CSV files. PCAP is a file format storing
network  packets.  Wireshark  (https://www.wireshark.org/)  and  TCPDUMP
(https://www.tcpdump.org/manpages/tcpdump.1.html) captures traffic and use this file
format for storing the packets in files. The packets provided in the dataset are the ones
received by the simulated enterprise network. No features are provided, just the raw
packets. For that reason, openNIDS makes use of the CSV files. This files are the result
of  extracting  features  from  PCAP  files  using  a  tool  called  CICFlowMeter
(https://github.com/ahlashkari/CICFlowMeter) which is provided by Canadian Institute
for Cybersecurity as well.  CICFlowMeter transforms simple traffic in network flows
where 83 features are extracted.  Network flows can be extracted in both online and
offline mode. In online mode, this tool captures the traffic received by an interface the
user  selects  and displays  in  the GUI the network flows.  In offline  mode,  this  tools
transforms packets stored in PCAP files and generates CSV files containing the features
of the generated network flows. The last mode is used for generating the CSV files used
by openNIDS which are available in the dataset. 
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CICFlowMeter extracts more than 80 features from network flows. These features are
measures directly involved in the traffic such as flow duration and number of packets
while others are statistical computes such as average packets lengths and flow bytes per
second. Many of these features states the direction of packets. In a network flow two
directions are considered: forward and backwards. A packet sent to a server from the
client is said to be forwarded. On the other hand, a packet sent from the server to the
client is sent in backward direction. In addition, statistical metrics are computed from
these features such as average, standard derivation, max min, etc. As a result of that, a
huge number of features are extracted from network traffic. The more features involved
in  ML  algorithms  the  more  effectiveness.  According  to  random  forest,  root  nodes
feature is randomly selected trying to cover all  the features available in the dataset.
Getting more features in the dataset results in trying more features for classifying data
points.

There is a problem associated with the dataset. The attacks were performed in different
days in some cases causing that more than one CSV file contains the network flows for
a single attack. Also, brute-force attacks are recorded in the same CSV file. These files
are available on the AWS s3 instance, provided in [8]. The following table shows for
each attach detected by openNIDS the corresponding CSV files that were used.

Attack CSV file/s

FTP brute-force login Wednesday-14-02.2018_TrafficForMl_CICFlowMeter.csv

SSH brute-force login Wednesday-14-02.2018_TrafficForMl_CICFlowMeter.csv

DoS Thursday-15-02-2018_TrafficForML_CICFlowMeter.csv and
Friday-16-02-2018_TrafficForML_CICFlowMeter.csv

DDoS Thuesday-20-02-2018_TrafficForML_CICFlowMeter.csv and
Wednesday-21-02-2018_TrafficForML_CICFlowMeter.csv

Table 2 - openNIDS detected attacks CSV files

From these files,  the corresponding dataset  of each attack must be build in order to
create  each ML model.  The  file  “preprocessDataset.py”  contains  the  corresponding
methods performing this task. As Table 2 suggest, traffic from FTP and SSH brute-force
login attacks  is stored in the same file. Therefore, benign traffic from network flows
present is added in both datasets. The source CSV file labels suggest which attack was
performed by writing “SSH” or “FTP” in the label column. Thus, malign traffic is split
using the label  and each dataset  is created.  More information than just  the protocol
name appears on labels. Using just the protocol name is enough for differentiating them.

Figure 29 - DoS dataset building method
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For both DoS and DDoS attacks, two source CSV files are used for each of them. For
building  each  dataset,  the  corresponding  two source  files  are  just merged.  In  other
words, the second source file is appended to the first one as it is shown in Figure 29. A
problem is raised as a new row containing the features names is added to both datasets.
This problem is solved when the dataset is processed (in RandomForest class).

According to the previous section, the RandomForest class (stored in randomForest.py
file) contains methods related to the dataset. These methods process the dataset of each
attack and are explained below.

Figure 30 - RandomForest numerical labels method

ML algorithms  does  not  usually  process  characters.  This  means  that  non-numerical
features can not be used by ML algorithms. There are only one non-numerical features
in the datasets which is the label. During the training phase, the label is used to teach the
ML model as random forest is a supervised learning algorithm. Thus, in order to process
the datasets the label must be numerical. As it is shown in Figure 30, the method called
“numericalLabels” changes the label from text to numbers.

OpenNIDS  classifies  traffic  in  two  classes:  benign  or  malign.  These  kind  of
classification problems are also known as binary classification problems. Hence, only
two numbers are necessary. Benign traffic is labelled as 0 and malign traffic as 1. In
addition, in numericalLabels method it is shown that the label “Label” is set as Not a
Number (NaN). While merging two CSV files (done in preprocessDataset.py explained
before) a row containing the columns name appears in the dataset. For that reason, when
the word “Label” appears on the labels columns it is set to NaN and removed in the
following method.

Dataframes are the data structure provided by pandas module. Dataframes are useful for
managing  CSV  files  (i.e.  reading,  modifying  and  creating  CSV  files).  Scikit-learn
supports  these  structures  for  defining  the  training  and testing  data.  As a  result,  for
processing each attack dataset of openNIDS dataframes are highly used. It is required
that all the features have the same format. All the features values must be float numbers,
including  the  label.  The method  shown in  Figure  31 parse all  the  features  to  float
numbers.
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Figure 31 - RandomForest parse dataset columns method

There are some features which are not valid or not relevant for the classification, stored
in the list “notValidColumns”. The other features, and the label, are parsed to float and
stored in a  new dataframe to be returned.  If  some parse errors are done during the
parsing  process,  NaN  is  set  in  the  corresponding  cells.  This  is  denoted  by
“errors=’coerce’” in “pd.to_numeric” instructions. Before returning the new dataframe,
the rows in the dataframe containing NaN cells are removed from it.

Finally, the dataset is randomly split in training and testing data. A dataset is read and
parsed to float using the previous method. If infinite values are present in it, the rows
containing these values are removed. Finally, the features and the labels are split from
the attack dataset as they are used for splitting the dataset into training and testing data.
Training data represents approximately 75% of the total dataset size and testing data the
remaining part (almost 25%). Figure 32 shows the method performing the split.

Figure 32 - RandomForest method for splitting the dataset
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c) HPC

HPC  is  the  abbreviation  of  High  Performance  Computing
(https://guiesbibtic.upf.edu/recerca/hpc).  HPC  is  the  cluster  provided  by Universitat
Pompeu Fabra for  performing high performance calculations.  It  is  available  for  any
DTIC member  working or  involved in  any research project.  Each attack  dataset  of
openNIDS contains about a million of data rows. The number of computations made for
training each attack model is excessive. The training can not be performed by a single
computer  as it  will  cause a hang.  HPC contains  more compute  nodes than a single
computer and, as a result, the corresponding ML models can be trained on it.

Figure 33 - HPC anatomy
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HPC anatomy is complex as Figure 33 shows due to multiple compute nodes are used.
HPC is not publicly available. For using it, DTIC members must be directly connected
to UPF network (eduroam).  Otherwise,  the members  must  use theVPN provided by
UPF indeed. Once connected, any DTIC member is able to access HPC through SSH. 

The most important  thing to be considered about HPC is the  Job Scheduler.  It  is a
program that  decides  when the jobs sent by DTIC members will  be executed. Even
though HPC contains (limited) sufficient resources for executing multiple task at the
same  time,  some  tasks  can  demand  a  considerable  number  of  resource  for  being
executed. Tasks sent by DTIC members are planned to be executed in the most efficient
way by Job Scheduler. HPC defines three queues for executing the task depending on
its demands. Queues details are shown in Table 3.

Queue name Default Time limit Priority

short yes 2 hours 100

medium no 8 hours 75

high no unlimited 50

Table 3 - HPC cluster queues

Queues also have priority for defining which queue a node will execute first. Tasks are
sent  to  Job  Scheduler  using  a  bash  script.  In  these  scripts  the  user  specifies  some
attributes  such as  number  of  computing  nodes,  memory  per  node,  output  and error
directories. There are some modules available in HPC.  HPC is used for building each
attack  dataset  and  for  training  each  attack  ML model.  As  openNIDS is  written  in
Python, this module must be loaded for building the datasets. For the models, matplotlib
and scikit-learn modules must be loaded as well. The bash scripts running these Python
programs are very similar. There are few differences between them such as the program
to be executed and the queue used. The program building the datasets use the medium
queue as it is time-consuming and the programs training the models use the short queue.

Figure 34 - HPC bash script example

As Figure 34 shows, the attributes of bash scripts are commented using “#” symbol and
always starts with the keyword “SBATCH”. The corresponding attributes are used for
correctly running these programs. HPC documentation explains which attributes values
must be set depending of the resources needed for running programs.
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d) ML models

OpenNIDS use one ML model for each attack for being detected. As it was explained in
previous section, openNIDS detect four attacks. For that reason, the corresponding ML
models  must  be trained using the corresponding attack  dataset.  To put  an example,
openNIDS will detect DoS attacks if the DoS model was trained using the DoS dataset. 

At this point, you may be asking yourself why openNIDS use four ML models instead
of having a single one detecting the attacks described so far. In this case, random forest
will solve a multiclass classification problem as the “general” model might detect and
classify benign traffic and all traffic generated by the attacks. In other words, instead of
detecting benign or malign traffic the general ML model classifies traffic in 5 classes:
benign, SSH brute-force login attack, FTP brute-force login attack, DoS and DDoS. 

Quoting the reference [11] from References: “Products based on machine learning are
often  promoted  by  vendors  as  catch-all  solution  to  a  broad  array  of  cyberattacks.
However, unbiased experimental results show that ML algorithms may provide superior
performance when they focus on specific  threats instead of trying to detect multiple
threats at once”. In order to confirm it,  the general ML model is also trained using
HPC.  This  model  is  trained  using the  datasets  used to  train  each attack  openNIDS
detects.  The  labels  are  converted  to  numbers  as  well.  As  this  new  ML  model  is
multiclass, the numerical labels are the following ones.

Numerical label Corresponding traffic

0 Benign

1 SSH brute-force login attacks

2 FTP brute-force login attacks

3 DoS

4 DDoS

Table 4 - General ML model labels

Finally, all models are trained using HPC. Each model is sent to  Job Scheduler  who
allocates  the  necessary  resources  available  in  HPC  for  running the  program.  The
program for training each ML model is a simple Python script using the RandomForest
class previously described. As seen before, this class contains all the necessary methods
for preprocessing the dataset, training ML models, storing them in a file and computing
evaluation metrics. Metrics will be shown in the next section.

Figure 35 - ML models training phase
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Figure 35 shows the full code necessary for training any ML model involved in this
project.  An instance of RandomForest is  created  at the very beginning.  All  the ML
models  trains  a  random  forest  formed  from  100  decision  trees.  The  second
RandomForest  attribute  is  the  attack  being  trained.  The  next  step  is  splitting  the
corresponding attack dataset into training data and testing data. Then, the ML model is
trained  with  the  training  data  and,  finally,  evaluation  metrics  are  computed.  The
programs are  called  “rf<model_name>.py”  (e.g.  rfGeneral.py)  and are  stored  in  the
GitHub repository. 

After training all the ML models (5 in total) the models will be stored in a file for being
used in the GUI. Pickle module is the responsible for building these files as explained in
previous sections. The models are stored in files called “model<model_name>.sav”.

e) Evaluation metrics

The last part regarding ML part of openNIDS is the evaluation of the ML models. All
the steps  described in  the  sections  seen so far  were  necessary for  building the  ML
models. Evaluation metrics are used for checking the correctness of these models. As
ML  models  are  trained  from  data,  the  quality  of  data  is  an  important  fact  to  be
considered. In this case, the source dataset is very complete and multiple features are
given. Random forest hyperparameters must be modified in some cases for improving
ML models but it was not required for openNIDS models. The metrics used and the
results obtained are explained below.

Numeric  metrics  are  the  ones  explained  firstly.  These  metrics  use  the  terms  True
positive,  False positive,  False negative  and  True negative which where explained in
Table 1 at  the  very  beginning of  that  document  (in  1.2.b)  section).  Notice  that  the
following  formulas  use the  abbreviations  of  that  terms,  for  instance,  the  term  True
positive is abbreviated as TP.

Accuracy  is one of the most common metric used for evaluating any ML model solving
any kind of problem. It measures the percentage of correctly classified instances by the
model. Thus, the formula for computing the accuracy of any ML model is the following
one.

accuracy=
TP+TN

TP+TN +FP+FN

The following metrics are highly used for evaluating ML models solving classification
problems.  The  first  one  is  called  precision.  It  measures  the  percentage  of  relevant
instances  retrieved by the  model.  Applied to openNIDS,  it  measures  the amount  of
malign traffic detected from the overall  detected traffic.  The formula for computing
precision of any ML model is the following one.

precision=
TP

TP+FP

The next metric is called recall. In this case, recall measures the percentage of relevant
instances  retrieved  by  the  model  regarding  the  total  amount  of  relevant  instances.
Applying it to opneNIDS, it measures the percentage of the total malign traffic that was
detected by the model. The formula of recall metric is shown below.
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recall=
TP

TP+FN

As you can see precision and recall formulas are very similar. The last numeric metric
is known as  F-beta score. It provides a weighted harmonic mean of the precision and
recall metrics. Beta is the factor used for giving more weight to recall than precision. By
default,  beta value is set to 1 meaning both recall and precision are equally weighted.
OpenNIDS models use the default value of beta. The formula for computing this metric
is given below.

Fβ=
(1+β²)∗P∗R

(β ²∗P)+R

F1=
2∗P∗R

P+R
, whereβ=1

As the  beta value is 1 for all the ML models, the second formula is the one used for
computing  F1 score of each model. In the following table the metrics values of each
ML model are shown.

ML model Accuracy Precision Recall F1 score

SSH 0.9999 0.9999 1.0 0.9999

FTP 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

DoS 0.9999 0.9999 0.9999 0.9999

DDoS 0.9999 0.9998 0.9998 0.9998

General 0.9924 0.9935 0.9924 0.9927

Table 5 - Numeric evaluation metrics results

As you can see in Table 5, all the ML models metrics are above 99% which is a great
value. These attack-specified classifiers obtain slightly better results than the general
model. It is not a huge difference but can make the difference. 

As the values of that metrics are so similar, another metric must be used for confirming
the claim made in the reference [11]. This new metric is called confusion matrix. It is a
table describing the performance of a ML model in terms of classification. It basically
shows  the  number  of  True  positives,  False  positives,  False  negatives   and  True
negatives retrieved  by  the  model  from  the  testing  data.  Any  ML model  can  be
interpreted easily using confusion matrix as it shows how much confused is the model
when  predictions  are  made.  In  the  next  tables  confusion  matrix  of  each  model  are
shown.  As  a  reminder,  notice  that  the  attack-specified  classifiers  solve  binary
classification problems and general-purpose classifier solves a multiclass classification
problem.

 Malign Benign

Predicted malign 46962 0

Predicted benign 2 165886

Table 6 - SSH ML model confusion matrix
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 Malign Benign

Predicted malign 48458 0

Predicted benign 0 165833

Table 7 - FTP ML model confusion matrix

 Malign Benign

Predicted malign 163265 3

Predicted benign 6 359007

Table 8 - DoS ML model confusion matrix

 Malign Benign

Predicted malign 315715 40

Predicted benign 51 1818662

Table 9 - DDoS ML model confusion matrix

 SSH FTP DoS DDoS Benign

Pred. SSH 46302 8 1 0 1

Pred. FTP 0 42681 5367 0 0

Pred. DoS 0 17165 290743 53 42

Pred. DDoS 0 0 35 171717 8

Pred. benign 1 0 53 7 2443752

Table 10 - General ML model confusion matrix

The numerical evaluation metrics and the confusion matrices are stored in the results
directory,  in  a  file  called  “metrics.txt”.  Note  that  these  values  were  obtained  after
training all the ML models. Each time you train it these values can slightly vary. As you
can  see  in  these  tables,  attack-specified  classifiers  make  almost  no  mistakes  while
classifying  testing  data.  In  contrast,  general-purpose  classifier  makes  a  considerable
number of mistakes  between  FTP brute-force login attacks and  DoS.  Therefore,  the
model is confused and for that reason openNIDS use attack-specified classifiers instead
of general-purpose classifier. In general terms, the more classes the more confusion the
ML model has. 

At this point, general-purpose ML model is rejected. No other metrics are computed and
shown about it as the metrics shown so far are enough for confirming why it is not used
by openNIDS. Also, you may be asking yourself why  evaluation metrics for this model
containing multiple labels are described using a single probability. In the code you will
see that results are the average weighted by correctly classified instances for each label.

One  of  the  advantages  that  random  forests  provide  is  what  is  called  Feature
importances. As the decision trees forming a random forest use different features in the
root nodes (randomly selected) random forest compute which features are highlighted
and which ones are almost not considered. Once a random forest model is trained, the
features present in the training data are sorted in descending order. Using matplotlib
module, a figure containing them is stored in the results directory for showing them.
The feature importances figures of each attack-specified classifier are shown below.
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Figure 36 - Feature importances figure example

As you can see in Figure 36, just a third of all features are important for a given ML
model.  For that reason, feature importances of attack-specified classifiers are zoomed
for showing the real important features which are located at the first third of the figures.

       Figure 37 - SSH feature importances bar plot              Figure 38 - FTP feature importances bar plot   
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       Figure 39 - DoS feature importances bar plot           Figure 40 - DDoS feature importances bar plot

As you can see in these figures, the most important features of ML models are different
between them. The first feature, which is the most important one, highlights from the
rest and the bar is even more high which is cut in order to show the other features as
well. In general, destination port and forward segment size min are two of the most
important features shared in all the models. Even though these two features are located
in different positions, both features are present at the beginning of the plots mostly. The
position and importance of other features depends on each ML model.

The last  metric used for evaluating the attack-specified classifiers is called  Receiver
Operating  Characteristic  (ROC)  curve which  describes  the  performance  of  a  ML
model. It shows the evolution of  True positive rate against  False positive rate  along
various threshold settings. It can only be applied for binary classifiers such as attack-
specified classifiers. Applied to openNIDS, ROC curves show how many false alarms
are triggered regarding real triggered alarms. These curves visually express confusion
matrices information 9. 

ROC curves are show below this paragraph, in the next page. You will see that all the
ROC curves are exactly the same. According to the previous paragraph, ROC curves
plots  the information  contained in  confusion matrices.  False positives  and negatives
varies  in  these models.  As DDoS is  trained with more data,  these numbers will  be
bigger. Even though all the attack-specified classifiers metrics are very similar, they are
not exactly the same and, as a result, ROC curves are different indeed. Human eye is not
capable of appreciating it. Hence, all the ROC curves are appreciated as equal by human
eye.

9 True negatives and False negatives are not shown by ROC curves.
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Figure 41 - SSH ROC curve Figure 42 - FTP ROC curve

Figure 43 - DoS ROC curve Figure 44 - DDoS ROC curve

As you  can  see  in  these  figures,  there  are  no  false  positives  present  along  all  the
thresholds. This can be translated as no false alarms are triggered in openNIDS. Notice
that ROC curves are normalized using the range [0, 1] for both x and y axis.

As  previously  explained,  the  methods  computing  the  metrics  explained  so  far  are
located in the file randomForest.py. All the metrics are computed from the testing data
labels and the labels predicted by the ML model as shown below.

Figure 45 - Numerical evaluation metrics code snippet

Accuracy is  directly  computed  from the  ML model.  The  “score”  method  basically
computes the correctly classified predictions made by the model. Precision, recall and
F-beta score are computed using the same scikit-learn method as Figure 45 shows. For
the general-purpose classifier, the results of these metrics are averaged as seen before.
Remember that by default beta is set to 1 so F1 score is computed.
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Figure 46 - Confusion matrix code snippet

In order to printing confusion matrices in results files, the matrices are converted to
dataframes. The most important thing in this snippet is the “labels” parameter used. As
you can see, the malign label/s are located first and the benign label is located at the end
of this array. As a result, confusion matrices printed follows the same format of TP, FP,
FN, TN.

Figure 47 - Feature importances code snippet

Feature importances  are computed while  training the ML model.  In order to sort  in
descending order of importance, numpy module array sort method is used. The result is
used for creating a matplotlib bar plot.

Figure 48 - ROC curve code snippet

Two ROC curves  are created for every ML model.  The first  one is known as “no-
skilled” curve which is shown as a diagonal line across the diagram. The second one is
the curve describing the ML model performance.

At this point, the ML part of openNIDS has been covered. As closing comments, attack-
specified  classifiers  are better  than general-purpose classifier  according  to  reference
[11]. The evaluation metrics seen in this section have been used for proving it.
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2.2  GUI

The intelligence of openNIDS has been covered so far. ML models have been created,
explained  and  evaluated.  The  attack-specified  classifiers  will  classify  the  traffic
correctly in almost all cases according to evaluation metrics. So far, the ML models
have been tested using testing data coming from the dataset. The next step is creating a
program that monitors and classifies the entire network traffic using the trained attack-
specified classifiers. 

The most used NIDS worldwide seen in state-of-the-art section use a web interface for
showing the results. OpenNIDS is a bit different in that aspect. Instead of using a web
interface such as Kibana, openNIDS uses a GUI. All the information extracted by our
program is shown in the GUI for interpreting it easier. 

a) Design

OpenNIDS GUI is  user-friendly.  The information  displayed in  it  can be  interpreted
regardless  the  networking knowledge the  user  has.  As  seen before,  attack-specified
classifiers are used to classify the traffic of the monitored network in benign or malign
traffic. As four attack-specified classifiers are used, the type of attack that are being
performed  is  also  displayed  in  the  GUI.  In  the  following figure  openNIDS GUI is
exhibit.

Figure 49 - openNIDS GUI
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As you can see in Figure 49 the GUI is not overloaded with a lot of information. The
information shown is enough for understanding what is  happening in the monitored
network. At the top there are two components. The first one (top-left corner) provides
which transport layer protocol is being used. The most common ones are TCP and UDP.
There are other protocols detected by openNIDS apart  from that ones. For example,
ping  tools  sends  ICMP packets  to  the  destination  for  checking  connectivity.  These
protocols are all included in “Others” bar. The other component located at the top of the
GUI shows the percentage ant the amount of malign traffic and benign traffic. This bar
is so useful for noticing the health of the network. In other words, what kind of traffic
is going through the network. Malign traffic is represented by red colour and benign
traffic in green colour indeed.

In the middle of the GUI a pie chart is present. This pie chart displays the monitored
network traffic in more detail. In fact, it shows what kind of attacks are being performed
and the percentage of them compared with the entire network traffic. Thanks to attack-
specified classifiers this information is known. These classifiers provides two important
sources of information at the same time. On the one hand, classifies traffic in benign or
malign traffic. On the other, the kind of attack being performed is provided as classifiers
were trained to just detect specific attacks indeed. Hence, five labels are show in the pie
chart. Each label is represented using different colours, provided by the legend.

There is a grab button available in the GUI for capturing the GUI content at a time. As
openNIDS  does  not  generate  reports,  is  a  handmade  way  of  storing  the  content
displayed. Screenshots are stored in the same folder of the program, including the date.

It is also important to explain openNIDS in terms of design. The GUI is the result and
the visible  part  of it  but the flow is  even more important  for  understanding how it
works. The flow diagram of openNIDS is shown in Figure 50. The first thing to do is to
capture the traffic of the monitored network (1). The packets are stored in a pcap file.
Then, the packets are processed and network flows are generated from themselves (2).
Next, the network flows are analysed and classified into benign or malign traffic (3).
Finally,  the  GUI  is  updated  for  displaying  new  information  (4).  These  steps  are
constantly repeated until the user close the program since the program runs a finite-less
loop. In addition, these steps are not run until openNIDS detects some traffic. When this
condition is satisfied, the infinite loop running this steps are run.  

Figure 50 - openNIDS flow diagram
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b) Implementation

OpenNIDS program follows the flow diagram described in the previous figure. This
program is built using several components and existing projects which are explained in
this  section. As openNIDS is  open-source and  free to use,  the used tools are  open-
source also to keep the copyleft paradigm.

By default, QT is the most used module/library for creating GUIs in multiple languages.
It is very difficult  creating GUIs from the scratch and QT module provides multiple
resources for creating them. Even though QT can be used by multiple languages such as
C++ and Python and it is easy to use and understand, an important problem is associated
to it: the license. QT can not be used for commercial use under the GPL license [12].
For commercial use, the commercial license must be used which requires a payment.
However, there are good news for solving this problem. There is another module which
is completely free to use providing access to the complete Qt 5.12+ framework. This
module is called PySide2 (https://pypi.org/project/PySide2/) which is used for creating
and  managing  the  GUI  shown  above.  However,  PySide2  documentation  is  scarce
compared to PyQt5 10 documentation. It is not a serious problem as PySide2 and PyQt5
resources are very similar. In general, the location or the name of classes and methods
are different but they perform the same thing. Figure 51 shows some PySide2 code.

Figure 51 - Initial window GUI code snippet

10 PyQt5 is the Qt module available for Python. QT module names depends on the language used.
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TCPDUMP is the tool used to capture raw packets and storing them in a PCAP file.
This is done in the step 1 illustrated in Figure 50. After that, the PCAP file is processed
for creating network flows and store them in a CSV file. This is done in step 2 using
CICFlowMeter tool. There is an interesting project which merges both steps in a single
script  for  running  it  in  CLI.  This  project  is  called  TCPDUMP_and_CICFlowMeter
(https://github.com/iPAS/TCPDUMP_and_CICFlowMeter) which is also open-source.

The  script  combining  both  tools  is  called  “capture_interface_pcap.sh”.  It  has  been
modified and renamed “idsCapture.sh” for performing both openNIDS steps 1 and 2
and is shown below.

Figure 52 - TCPDUMP_and_CICFlowMeter modified script

First,  the network  traffic  is  captured  for  “time_interval”  seconds.  Then,  packets  are
stored in a  PCAP file. After that,  PCAP file is processed for creating network flows.
Finally, network flows are stored in a  CSV file. As a result, both steps are performed
using the same script. The interface name from where the network traffic is captured
must be given for running it.

CICFlowMeter  (https://github.com/ahlashkari/CICFlowMeter)  version  3.0  is  used  by
this  project.  The version 4.0 is  also available  but  is  not  recommended  as  problems
related to CLI usage are raised while using. Version 3.0 is the one recommended and
tested for running openNIDS correctly. The CIC dataset was build using this version as
well.

Next, step 3 will analyse network flows for classifying them. In this step the attack-
specified classifiers are used. Using pandas module (https://pypi.org/project/pandas/),
the network flows stored in a CSV file are read. Then, each flow label is predicted by
each  classifier.  The  classifiers  are  stored  in  “sav”  files.  Using  pickle  module,  the
classifiers are loaded and ready to go. In this step extra information is computed for
being displayed in the GUI such as the protocol used, percentage of malign and benign
traffic, etc. A code snippet about classifiers usage is shown in Figure 53.
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Figure 53 - Network flows label prediction code snippet

Finally, the GUI is updated in step 4. New information computed in step 3 is added to
the GUI. This step is purely done using PySide2 resources. The elements present in the
GUI are not modify, just the data these elements are showing. 

After this steps has been performed, a new iteration of the loop is made unless the user
closes the GUI. This iteration is performed in a short method which runs the script for
executing steps 1 and steps 2. 

Figure 54 - Iterate loop method

The  method  “singleShot”  shown in  Figure  54 is  an  important  method  used  in  the
program. This method runs a given method after some milliseconds. The first parameter
is the milliseconds it will wait and the second one is the method to be run. In this case,
after running the script performing step 1 and 2 waits 100 milliseconds for properly
storing the CSV file  containing  the  network flows before  running the “updateGUI”
method.

There Python program described in this section is considerable long. Most of the code
present in that program is related to managing the GUI which is not very relevant for
understanding how openNIDS works. The most important concepts to take into account
are  the  understanding  of  the  four  steps  and  how  combining  different  open-source
projects and tools results in solving problems difficult to solve from the scratch.
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c) Real-time demo

In order to check openNIDS is working correctly a test scenario has been set. In this
scenario an enterprise server providing services is simulated. As the enterprise contains
more  servers and  computers,  a  router  is  needed  for  distributing  traffic  to  the
corresponding  machine.  The  router  will  perform NAT translation  between  external
network  (internet)  and  the  internal  one.  This  step  is  not  done  for  simplifying  the
scenario. Different attackers are trying to compromise the server by performing several
attacks. Attackers use different networks and reach the router using different network
interfaces  indeed.  The  enterprise  network  is  also  connected  to  the  router  by  using
another interface. In the following image the network topology of this scenario is shown
in more detail.

Figure 55 - Test scenario network topology

There is one network for each attacker and another one for the enterprise. “Attacker1”
and  “Enterprise  server”  are  Ubuntu  servers  (version  20.04)  virtual  machines  and
“Router”  is  a  Lubutu  (version  19.10)  virtual  machine.  In  contrast,  “Attacker2”  is  a
windows 7 virtual machine. The attackers use different OS because of the attack tools
used. In previous sections we have seen that openNIDS detect four attacks and the CIC
dataset contains the network flows of these attacks. In this scenario the four attacks are
performed using the tools described in the next table. Notice that LOIC is only tool
available  for  Windows.  As  a  result,  two  attackers  using  different  OS  are  needed.
“Attacker2” performs DDoS attack and the others are performed by “Attacker1”.

Attack type Tool OS Additional
comments

SSH brute-force
login attack

Patator Ubuntu Module used:
ssh_login

FTP brute-force
login attack

Patator Ubuntu Module used:
ftp_login

DoS Slowloris Ubuntu Perl based script

DDoS LOIC Windows UDP method used

Table 11 - Test scenario attack tools
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These  virtual  machines  are  run  in  VirtualBox  (https://www.virtualbox.org/).  The
network  configuration  of  these  machines  is  a  bit  complex.  To  sum up,  static  IPv4
addresses has been set in each machine as shown in  Figure 55. For that reason, the
corresponding network adapters must be set. In general, each machine contains a NAT
network adapter for accessing internet and one Internal Network adapter per network.
For example, “Router” virtual machine requires four network adapters corresponding to
NAT, netA, netB and netC, respectively. For that reason, one NAT adapter and three
internal network adapters are needed. In addition, “Router” requires an extra step: allow
IPv4  traffic  forwarding.  To  do  so, uncomment the  corresponding  line  of
“/etc/sysctl.conf” file.

OpenNIDS is located in the router. As you can see in the previous figure, there is only
one network that connects the server machine and the router. This is the network to
monitor  by  openNIDS  as  is  the  only  one  containing  network  traffic  from/to  the
enterprise  server.  According  to  the  network  topology,  openNIDS  is  located  at
192.168.2.1/24 IP address.

OpenNIDS can be tested in any network topology of your choice. As it was discussed in
section 1.1.b), NIDSs are located in the router (before the router, ideally). Even though
openNIDS  is  located  behind  the  router,  it  simulates  a  real  situation.  The  only
requirement for running it is installing openNIDS dependencies. For more details, visit
the documentation in the GitHub page.

2.2  License

In the state-of-the-art section (section 1.3) the most used NIDS tools were described. All
of them were  open-source and free to use and some capabilities requires a payment.
OpenNIDS is completely open-source and free. All the code is available on GitHub and
no extra  capabilities  are  offered.  Also,  all  the  tools,  modules  and projects  used  for
developing openNIDS are also open-source. It makes no sense requiring a payment for
using it when all the resource used are available for everyone on the Internet.

OpenNIDS  is  licensed  under  the  GNU  GPL  v3.0  [13].  This  license  is  completely
available  on  the  GitHub  repository  https://github.com/valiente98/openNIDS.  This
license is very similar to GPL v2.0. The language used in v3.0 is more comprehensive
for solving some legal misunderstanding of v2.0. The most relevant feature included in
the v3.0 that was not present before is the compatibility of combining code licensed
under GPL with code licensed under different licenses. 
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Figure 56 - Compatible licenses with GPL v3.0

The most  important  part  of  that  license  is,  probably,  the  conditions.  The  condition
“Disclose  source”  guarantees  that  the  code  must  be  available  when  the  software
associated to that code is distributed. “Same license” condition ensures that distributed
modifications  are also licensed under GNU GPL v3.0. These two conditions are the
most relevant ones and are not correctly interpreted in some cases.

Figure 57 - openNIDS GNU GPL v3.0 on GitHub
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3. CONCLUSIONS

3.1  Results

In this section the same attacks performed in the test scenario are again performed. The
tools used for performing the attacks are the same than before: Patator, Slowloris and
LOIC. Instead of using openNIDS, Snort NIDS is used for comparing both tools. By
default Snort triggered alerts are shown through CLI. This section does not compare the
graphical part of both tools as Snort results can be displayed in multiple web interfaces.
This section focusses on comparing the functionality of both tools. In other words, if the
attacks detected by openNIDS can also be detected by Snort. 

The first attack described in section 2.2.c) is  SSH brute-force login attack performed
using the tool Patator. To simulate a real SSH server running on the server, the server
machine  is  just  listening  for  SSH connections.  No further  actions  are  done.  Netcat
(https://nc110.sourceforge.io/) is a tool available for Unix which reads and writes data
in network connections. The listen utility is enabled though “-l” flag. The command for
listening connections in any port is the following one:  $ nc -l <port>.  As SSH TCP
port is 22, run this command using this port in server machine. OpenNIDS detects it as
the following figure shows.

Figure 58 - Patator SSH brute-force login attack detected by openNIDS

OpenNIDS detects the attack as you can see. Although Patator sends malicious traffic to
server,  some traffic  sent  is  not  detected  as  malicious.  That  is,  Patator  sends benign
traffic for confusing NIDSs. 
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Snort does not contain a rule detecting this attack. Thus, a new rule must be added to the
“local.rules”. This file has not rules as is meant to be completed by administrators by its
own.  The  defined  rule  for  triggering  Patator  SSH  brute-force  login  attack is  the
following one.

This rule is triggered by sending malign traffic through TCP from a different network
that the one being monitored ($EXTERNAL_NET) using any port. Also, this traffic is
sent to the monitored network ($HOME_NET) on SSH port (22). As seen before, Snort
rules  are  defined  by  attributes.  The  most  important  ones  here  are  “flags”  and
“threshold”. The first one (“flags”) defines which TCP flags the rule must match. The
value is “S+” meaning that SYN flag must match plus any others [14]. The second one
(“threshold”) is used for controlling the number of alerts generated [15]. It is divided in
four options as follows:

• type both: alerts only once per time interval when Snort triggers the alert. Same
alerts triggered during the time interval are not shown.

• track by_src: count takes into account unique source IP addresses.

• count 5: number of occurrences that a rule must match within seconds attribute
value for triggering the alarm.

• seconds 30: time period used in count.

The SSH attack is performed by the “Attacker1” machine while Snort is running on the
“Router” machine.  The attack  is  detected  by Snort  as you can see in the following
figure.

Figure 59 - Snort triggered alert for Patator SSH brute-force login attack

The next attack described is FTP brute-force login attack performed by Patator tool as
well. For simulating a real  FTP connection running on the server, Netcat is also used.
The server machine is listening for FTP connections which are not correctly established
as  it  only  listens  for  it.  Remember  that  FTP  uses  two  TCP  ports.  Connection  is
established in server TCP port 21 and files are exchanged in TCP port 20. Therefore,
server machine is listening FTP connections on port 21. Using the same command seen
before  and  using  the  corresponding  FTP  port  is  enough  for  setting  the  server  and
performing  the  attack.  Again,  openNIDS detects  it  and  the  result  is  shown  in  the
following figure.
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alert tcp $EXTERNAL_NET any -> $HOME_NET 22 (msg:"Possible SSH 
bruteforce!"; flags: S+; threshold: type both, track by_src, count 5, seconds 30; sid: 
10000001; rev: 1;)



Figure 60 - Patator FTP brute-force login attack detected by openNIDS

As you can see, the attack is detected by openNIDS. As Patator is the tool used for
performing this attack, benign traffic is also sent for confusing openNIDS.

Again, there is not a rule in Snort detecting this attack. For that reason, a new rule for
triggering Patator FTP brute-force login attack is added in “local.rules” file as follows.

This rule is very similar to the rule detecting Patator SSH brute-force login attacks seen
before. The only different things present in this new rule are the destination TCP port
(21) and the sid value. The SID is the attribute used for identifying Snort rules. It must
be unique.

This attack is done as SSH attack: “Attacker1” performs the attack and Snort running on
“Router” detects it. The result is shown in the following figure.

Figure 61 - Snort triggered alert for Patator FTP brute-force login attack
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alert tcp $EXTERNAL_NET any -> $HOME_NET 21 (msg:"Possible FTP 
bruteforce!"; flags: S+; threshold: type both, track by_src, count 5, seconds 30; sid: 
10000002; rev: 1;)



DoS attack using Slowloris perl based script is the next attack tested in the test scenario.
Slowloris tries to attack  HTTP  servers by sending a huge amount of traffic in a very
short period of time. For simulating a real HTTP server, a Python built-in script is used.
This script is known as SimpleHTTPServer in Python 2.7 and http.server in Python +3.0
versions. As openNIDS is completely developed in Python +3.0, http.server is used. For
enabling it,  run the following command:  $ sudo python3 -m http.server <port> -b
<IPaddress>. Two parameters must be given for running it. The first one is the port for
establishing a connection between client and server and the second one is the IP address
where the HTTP server will be located. As “Attacker1” performs Slowloris DoS attack
affecting HTTP running on the server, the port used is TCP HTTP port (80) and the IP
address of “enterprise  server” (192.168.2.11).  OpenNIDS detects  it  and the result  is
shown below.

Figure 62 - Slowloris DoS attack detected by openNIDS

It is important to understand that DoS attacks tries to sent as much traffic as possible in
a short period of time. The traffic sent does not try to steal or exploit the victim, just
deny  its  service.  Thus,  most  traffic  detected  by  openNIDS is  classified  as  benign.
However,  you can  see  that  41% of  traffic  detected  while  performing  this  attack  is
classified as malign according to Figure 62.

No Snort rule is provided by default for detecting it. The administrator must define and
add a new rule matching this attack in “local.rules” file. The new rule triggering alarms
while Slowloris DoS attacks are being performed is described below.
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The most important difference in this new rule compared with the other ones seen so far
is  the  destination  port.  $HTTP_PORTS  is  a  variable  defined  internally  in  Snort
containing a list of most used TCP ports used by HTTP. Remember that HTTP use TCP
port 80 by default which is used by “enterprise server”.

This attack is the last one done by “Attacker1”. As seen before, “Attacker1” is running
Slowloris script while Snort is capturing the monitored network traffic and triggering
alarms when rules are matched. The triggered alarm displayed in Snort is shown below.

Figure 63 - Snort triggered alert for Slowloris DoS attack

Finally, the last attack performed in the test scenario is DDoS using the tool LOIC. This
tool  is  only  available  for  Windows.  For  that  reason,  “Attack2”  machine  is  the  one
performing this attack. LOIC UDP method is the chosen one for performing it. All the
attacks seen so far use TCP. As openNIDS was not proven against UDP attacks, DDoS
attack performed by “Attacker2” is set to use it.

This tool is also attacking HTTP servers. For simulating a real HTTP server running on
the  “Enterprise  server”  Python  +3.0  http.server script  is  also  used.  The  command
explained before is the one executed in server by using the same attributes than before:
192.168.2.11 is listening for HTTP connections on TCP port 80. This attack is detected
by openNIDS and the result displayed in the GUI is shown in  Figure 64  (next page).
Notice that some TCP traffic is shown corresponding to initial traffic sent for displaying
the main window of openNIDS GUI.

As DDoS attacks are DoS attacks performed by more than one machine, more than half
of the traffic captured by openNIDS is classified as benign traffic. This is not a problem
as DDoS is also sending a huge amount of traffic from multiple host to the same victim
in a short period of time for denying the HTTP service.

There is not a rule in Snort matching this attack. For that reason, a new one is added by
administrators in “local.rules” file as follows.

This  rule  is  very similar  to  DoS rule  described  above.  The main  differences  is  the
transport  protocol  matching  this  rule  (udp)  and “flags”  is  no  longer  used  as  it  just
matches TCP flags.
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alert tcp $EXTERNAL_NET any -> $HOME_NET $HTTP_PORTS (msg:"Possible 
slowloris DoS!"; flags: S+; threshold: type both, track by_src, count 5, seconds 30; sid: 
10000003; rev: 1;)

alert udp $EXTERNAL_NET any -> $HOME_NET $HTTP_PORTS (msg:"Possible 
LOIC UDP-based DDoS!"; threshold: type both, track by_src, count 5, seconds 30; sid: 
10000004; rev: 1;)



Figure 64 - LOIC DDoS attack detected by openNIDS

As explained before, this attack is done by “Attacker2” and is very similar to the DoS
attack performed. “Attacker2” configures LOIC though its GUI and runs it. At the same
time,  Snort  is  running on the  “Router”  machine detecting  this  attack.  The alarm is
triggered  as  Figure  65 shows.  As  you  can  see,  some  alerts  are  triggered  with  the
message  “Destination  Unreachable  Host  Unreachable”.  As  the  “Enterprise  server”
machine is running a HTTP server, internal traffic between router and server can not be
delivered as the address is being used.

Figure 65 - Snort triggered alert for LOIC DDoS attack
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3.2  Software limitations

OpenNIDS has been tested in a test scenario and the four kind of attacks trained to be
detected can be detected by itself. Moreover, Snort has been compared to openNIDS.
Even though openNIDS works with the given tools, there are some tools quoted that has
not been tested. Some tools such GoldenEye was not working in the test scenario. While
the attack is being performed, no malign traffic is detected by openNIDS. In most cases
the problem is that openNIDS classifies that traffic as benign where it is malign (false
negative). In other cases, the tools are not performing the attack. This is the case of
GoldenEye, one of the most used tools for performing DoS to HTTP-based web sites.
The problem associated to that tools is that in local network these tools are not working.

During the development of the software one of the problems was directly  linked to
capture and process of packets. The dataset is built from network flows generated by
CICFlowMeter.  It  was  very  difficult  to  develop  an application  constantly  capturing
traffic and every t seconds converting the captured packets into network flows. In some
cases the network flows are not generated and the application is  not receiving data.
Another problem is associated to predicting labels using the attack-specified classifiers.
The idea was predicting labels in parallel using multiple threads but it was very difficult
combining them with the previous steps (i.e. capture and process traffic). As a result, a
single thread is used for classifying the traffic captured in each loop iteration during a
time interval that can be modified by the user in the “idsCapture.sh” script.

Thus,  the  software  is  limited  to  testing  purposes  and  low-speed  networks.  It  is
impossible to use openNIDS in large enterprises with high-speed networks. 

3.3  Purposes

The general purpose of this final degree project that was offering a completely  open-
source and free heuristic-based NIDS alternative to the software described in section 1.3
has been reached. However, the software limitations described in the previous section
must be taken into account. Furthermore, verifying that Machine Learning algorithms
can be used for detecting malicious traffic which was the specific purpose must be also
highlighted. 

3.4  Future work

Future lines of development aims:

• Extending the range of attacks being detected by openNIDS by adding attacks.

• Building a new dataset containing raw packets of the most modern attack tools
and training attack-specified classifiers with this new dataset.

• Optimizing the problems of openNIDS for becoming a professional tool used
worldwide.

• Creating a community of cybersecurity  engineers,  researchers and developers
for improving the developed software becoming more sophisticated.
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